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Population Density. 
!

There's a story to be told 
Before you get too old 

The world is quick and cold 
The new is growing mold !

There's danger on the edge of town 
Just take a drown her wedding gown 

Gravity keeping from flying 
Tragedy to hit the ground !

Underground I find the dream space 
And in the air I find our lives 

Drink the water now she'a holy 
Leave the blood and feast on trees 

Get on your knees !
Population density. !

md 01.21.02012 !
- - -  !

Black & Blue. 
!

Her avenue is black and blue 
Her nature is to end the game 
There out to take us everyday 

There made to break apart and tame !
Her pavement drive is called her home 

And soon it will be yours 
Opening eyes to listen to tears 

Raindrops from the sky. !
md 01.22.02012 !

- - - !
privacy. !

we're born into this world without clothing. !
Naked - Pure - New. !
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Open your new toy, says the to be mother 
Struck to confirm its breath. 

Dark days to come through education 
Love becomes our social common 

That once we find, we know it all. !
Our love births more and more is wanted 

Taking from the long since forgotten 
Alive and well - she grows to share 
To deliver happiness beyond compare 

A life of living and forgiving 
A truth to be known 

to be left alone 
Like a: !

star in the sky 
universe inside an eye 
a face in your mirror 

or the never-ending lights 
helping us to see more clearly 
smiles on ceilings and floors 

portals through every reality's door !
questions are answered 

voices unheard 
kisses are wishes 

and love is preferred !
reach out with everything 

show the table what you bring 
living to block every once called "a friend" 

until this privatized kingdom has no end. !
md 03.08.02013 !

- - - !
now & later. !

time and time again 
I wonder... 

will my children's children have enough? 
we wish to pass all that we know 

all that we've made and have to show !
a legacy protecting the future 

entrusted to financial creatures 
corrupted politicians and preachers 

consumption is control. 
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!
time and time again 

I wonder... 
will my children's children have enough? 

will they care if I was here 
or am I just genetic's mirror 

imposing fear - forever now and here? !
time and time again 

I wonder... 
will value be having or free? 

will nature still surround the sea? 
will there still be a need for a military? 
will children smile at difference to be? 

will masses revolt into anarchy? 
will the youth of the nation one day live in peace? 

or will the end of the next 
end in epic decease? !

now & later 
past is gone 
like a crater 

or something wrong 
took away prehistoric 

strongest lizards around 
perhaps unexplainable 

or a rock to the ground. !
live today for the children to live later for theirs 

live the best that you can - give the rest to your prayers !
and be thankful to all these beautiful giving trees 

who will teach the children of our children to hear happiness in 
every breeze. !

md 03.18.02013 !
- - - !

new game. !
defeated. !

okay new game. !
going through life's windows and mirrors 

doors closing in faces 
lies beyond infinite spaces !
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distorting viewpoint through snake cords 
feeding the innocent 

enemy balanced breakfast. !
our earth is bound to dreams 

with limits imposed in reality's memory 
tomorrow is now; somehow. !

md 03.28.02013 !
- - - !

long winding road. !
Your years are fears 

You've conquered 
Your days are ways 

You've learned 
The hours are towers 
Applied to the powers 

At the end of the yellow brick road. !
You appear as you are 
Yet you are as you see 

Your vision, just perception 
Brought on by nature's mirror. !

Your minutes are infinite 
Reoccurring day by day 

Your seconds are lessons 
To show you the way 

Down the long winding road 
To a resting state for eternity. !

md 04.05.02013 !
- - - !

a way to feel. !
I am the darkness inside myself 

Calling out to me in search of eternity 
Trying to be king of kingdoms 

Learning how to be loved and ruled 
Becoming well aware I have been fooled. !
Love in life brings fulfillment and death 

Like natures way of saying "you win." 
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What after? You've reached the top 
And now one's destined to prove 
Love's worth in monetary glow 

What furniture to have 
What paintings to hang and show 

What doctors we can afford to see 
What diamonds we can gift by knee 

What stories we can tell Our friends 
Living life for nature's trends 

And everything always depends... !
Is love something real 

Or is it just a way to feel? !
md 04.13.02013 !

- - - !
no water left for tears. !

Voices inside my head 
Won't leave me alone 

Like a cyclone 
Invading Iraq or Kansas or whatever. !

Hello World 
Perl necklace language 

Exchanging current papers 
Like master Americans on work visas 

expressly discovering new land to own. !
Ownership is methodic 

And we're all in a RuShhh... 
it's a secret. !

Hello king of serpents 
Hello king of sin 
Is everybody in? 

The ceremony is still... 
About to begin! 
Forever more 

Reaching unknown shores 
Until we drink the ocean dry 

And cry. !
No water left for tears. !

md 04.19.02013 !
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- - - !
bioputer. !

hello life 
it's me, death. 

Taking away what you struggle with daily 
Introducing you to the most crazy... !

Devastation is like third degree burns 
Trapped without boarders or dollars to earn 

Faces are online - voices are mute 
Trees in the breeze are the bearers of fruit  

That lead to possess and pass on our way 
Till the next living race, learn to count every day. !

Am I alone, 
Or am I already a drone 

Sent to control 
By reading the scroll 

Written old, written new 
From a land we never knew 

Yet tells us truth from where we came 
And shows us where to point the blame 

It's with ourselves... 
And all our shelves; of empty memories 

And earned amenities 
It's all a dream, made out of ice cream 

Never to be tasted, yet everything is wasted 
Just an empty mall, with a guilty soul 
We have learned how to grow the goal 

Now drive and pay the toll... !
Why the fuck am I even here? !

md 04.20.02013 !
- - - !

fight night. !
every night a fight 

so real and never heal 
say the wrong thing once 

and suddenly we have engaged in war. !
simple silence, my only friend 

oh wait, even silence cannot defend 
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the scene is set and statement made 
a strut to "make the point" charade. !
I feel like crying, I feel like lying 

alone in my bedroom's sheets 
kicking them off from all the heat 

committed to self-loathing by defeat. !
every night a fight 

no help in sight 
hold on tight 

and take it, said the coward. !
md 05.13.02013 !

- - - !
oh friend of mine. !

lost a friend, gained perspective. 
false desires echo, thus reflective 

brain drain, hear the train, feel the rain 
you're all alone. !

lost a moment, gained a lifetime 
to no longer service once a daily crime 

cast into dark shadows, while 
cradled by raven wings, surrounded 

by endless material things 
what should I bring? !

purchase our misery and take all our land 
why even bother to leave us a place to stand 

for courage cannot save us, 
no longer this true 

long ago we bid well and said swiftly adieu !
for the future ahead would supply our control 

and leave us to parish and melt into earth 
oh friend of mine, 'member how simple our births 
now we travel long roads in search of our worth. !

oh friend of mine, you're already worth more than the sea 
of friend of mine, you're already worth plenty to me. !

md 05.17.02013 !
- - - !
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strange land. !
so bored of the game 

squaring around and round 
chasing freezing cold, paper cash. !

we live to one day twirl our mustache 
sitting in a chair surrounded by the 
knowledge of care and compassion 

until it falls out of fashion. !
close the door and swirl your cognac 

as I continue losing all I loved 
remember when everything was right 

I would gaze at the stars 
and dream with my eyes wide 

why did I have to stop being happy? !
no one understood 
no one understands 

what a strange land... !
md 05.24.02013 !

- - - !
the crown jewels. !

there once was a man named Jacob. 
he lived inside of an ancient, abandoned castle - alone. 

he ate from the trees that surrounded his home, 
and explored on endless journeys 

wherever he wished to roam. !
underneath Jacob's castle lie sparkling things 

gathered once from the ground, then he made into rings 
in pursuit and with hope that one day his life would bring 

another he may love and become a good king 
yet with all of his land's opportunity, he had not one to share. 

And excluding his lifelines, providers, his trees 
he had no significant other to please. !

But the very next day came a man in search of a ring 
that could bring him a woman that would make him a king 

that could dazzle every other when they looked at this thing... !
"Why hello kind sir." Said the traveller. Jacob jumped to the sound 

of the voice.  
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And without a choice, Jacob kindly stood and reached out with what 
he bared. !

A small apple, perfectly shined 
and he smiled so simple and perfectly kind 

then he pointed to his seat that he carved out of stone 
for he wished even to share his most prized thing he owned... 

his throne. !
"Is this your castle?" Asked the traveller as he bit the fruit. Jacob 
still simply gazed and was utterly amazed and awaited a smile from 

the traveller from his gift. !
"I am William The Third and I come in the name of his word. I am 

looking for the most perfect diamond ever any man heard. 
The most perfect, sparkling jewel. 

I am looking for one that will make every woman drool." !
Jacob still smiling hadn't understood a word. The traveller 

carelessly finished the perfectly shined fruit and tossed it over the 
edge of Jacob's castle. !

Jacob gasped and ran down to the ground level floor and dug a deep 
hole and he buried the core. Then he placed his warm palm over the 
fresh covered dirt and he closed his eyes tight and he prayed in his 

words. !
William The Third now concerned with Jacob's indigenous action, 
decides he must explore but first must offer distraction. So he 

picked from the tree more fruit than ever be and he threw them as 
far as he could see. !

Jacob shrieked in despair. His tears watered the core below. Jacob 
chased down the fruit one piece by another while William The Third 

went in search of something other. Something that sparkled even 
more than the sun and larger than any and every living life, with 

the protection of his knife- he could never be stopped. !
"GASP!" As William stared at what glistened with care. It was Jacob's 

life's work. !
"How much this must be worth..." William The Third uttered soft as 

he gathered and wrapped the crown jewels in cloth. !
When he took all that was there, without a care he swiftly exited. 
Without a goodbye or even a tissue to dry the tears that Jacob had 

and would cry... !
And all of this... Why? 
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!
md 06.02.02013 !

- - - !
distant star. !

like a thunderstorm memory 
car collisions in my head 

first we bones and now there are drones 
whom will one day discover how to clone 

and create their own man. !
cyclical and infinite 

we're destined to repeat 
and settle by defeat 

to where our future and our history meet. !
bowling through social oPinions 

while gathering minions 
we live to consume from global institutions 

by means of golden ticket distribution. !
we are but a distant star 

within a galaxy's universe. !
md 06.07.02013 !

- - - !
breath of fresh air. 

!
Riding the shadow 

Aging with time 
Cannot be certain 
Why even rhyme 

Wishes are pennies 
And pennies are gold 

Left underground here 
For wealth when we're old !

You'll pass while staring at a screen 
Telling us to live like kings & queens 

But if you're surrounded by gold & green 
looking like a magazine 

having everything and in between... 
What would you give for once last breath of fresh air? !
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md 06.19.02013 !
- - - !

Free. !
I'm lost in an endless sea 

Voices telling me who to be 
Consequence with every move 

Who are we all trying to prove? !
Sentimental paradise 

Is it in the clouds or in the price? 
Consumption leads us to the end 

To live to fear or to defend... !
Peace and love are loaded words 

I find more truth in songs of birds 
The gifts of fruit from living trees 
The fertile pollens from the bees !

Love is life, Life is love 
See his face, the sun above 

Come with me and let yourself see 
You are and will always be... 

Free. Free. Free. Free. !
md 06.20.02013 !

- - - !
joke played on. !

guess it was. 
you got me once again - 

thoughts of knowledge until all reason 
becomes yet another season 

made from time and age 
simply turn this endless page 

into a life once known, 
now extremely strange. !

joker laughing in my face 
as I fold my last hand 

in search of the meaning of man 
I find myself lost in the loneliness of love 

surrounded by heaven above. !
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Can I come in yet? !
md 06.28.02013 !

- - - 

heros hide. 
!

Send your story 
To the new found glory days 

Your eyes are open 
Seeing each direction's ways 

Left to surface - no place to hide 
Concentrate and devastate 
The one your are inside... !

Who wants be 
The enemy? 

When hero's hide (inside) their service fee 
There's nowhere you can go today 

Where they won't accept your dollar for pay... !
md 07.01.02013 !

- - - !
crying to myself. !

I feel like crying 
I feel like dying 

No joy and no salvation found 
Just an empty round 

And an unforgiving sound 
That sent me running all over town. !

I feel like crying 
I feel like dying 

I feel like lying to myself 
Is it a sin, to begin 

A life that I will surly never win? !
I'm lying to myself. 

I'm crying to myself. !
md 07.12.02013 !

- - - !
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I'm a dump. !
I'm the shit. 

Like a turd you've been waiting all day to release 
Afraid of the way your co-workers will look at you when you drop 

and plop 
Me into the abyss of endless water 

Flowing to send me to the sea... 
Look At Me!!! !

I'm fucking awesome 
Like a possum 

Blind to light - and I just might 
Run in front of a car. 

I'm a star - just call me the shit. !
I'm a big, warm jalapeño dump. 

Enjoy your stay with us here at Valley Fair. !
md 07.21.02013 !

- - - !
suffering. !

inside mostly 
nothing's worth revealing 

even if they say it is... 
just hide inside of your convex mirror 

and everything sincerely will dis-right-appear 
with no guilt and no fear... 
you've heard it right here. 

silence makes the heart grow fonder... 
probably. !

this world makes us desire empire 
upon empire... 

until we realize, no golden statue 
will bring us more than air alone 
and perhaps an endless supply... !

the miracle liquid 
we know as water 

He had a son... 
I bet the second coming is a daughter... !

md 07.23.02013 !
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- - - !
aquarium terrarium. !

could not be any more broken 
like a toy that lost its parts 

to a child's choking hazard warning... !
I am a clown in pursuit of a joke 

I once believed could be real 
but then my life became shaded 

with the urgency to feel... 
and now everything is real. !

welcome to the inside of the movie's reel 
where stories keep going 
without script or a plan 
and no need to entertain 

to an audience's attention span. !
I'm a fish, trapped in my mirror's aquarium 

like an earthworm living inside my vision's terrarium 
peaceful living and forgiving be my longest pursuit 

someday we'll have to celebrate with a brut. !
md 07.29.02013 !

- - - !
paper sheets. !

conception came the child 
after came the father and mother 

together with their pleasure 
brought forth a living demon 
to exist amongst the others. !
faces in smoke cloud fires 

left for the addicted to inhale 
what a stale wonder... !

we know truth by seeing 
and by feel we know it's real 

sincerity and longevity 
have wrapped themselves 

like a Christmas gift 
in the warmest paper sheets 

fit for the king of kings. 
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!
md 08.02.02013 !

- - - !
fortune tellers. !
control is the almighty value 

placed on today 
changing time as it's known 

into the fortune the teller's shown 
get in line. !

deposit mineral representation 
and like water - it's evaporation 

like witchcraft 
to be burnt at the stake. !

is everyone a fake? 
hiding behind each other's 

relative perception of another 
and instructing like mother's 

instructing the youth of tomorrow; 
do you have a dollar I could borrow? !

md 08.03.02013  !
- - - !

horn honkers. !
here's to you - 

person who honks their horn. 
have you never done anything wrong 

before... !
your hindsight from behind 
could be treated more kind 
you could smile and wave 
help the driver be brave 

and to learn for the next time 
and forgive the next accidental crime. !

forgive and forget 
and you'll never sweat 

when you have made an error yourself... 
they will simply smile and wave 

helping you to feel brave 
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about the most recent mistake 
you made.  !

here's to you - 
person who honks their horn. 

have you never done anything wrong 
before... !

md 08.04.02013 !
- - - !

waiting for sushi. !
what's taking so long 

when are we going to eat 
Said the hungry traveller. 

"I demand the finest 
liquor and consumables service." 

Ignorant to famine; and upset 
The hungry traveller demands to 

speak to the management. !
"I would love nothing more but to 
Seat and to Serve you, but I have 

nothing more I can give..." 
The old manager says with embarrassment.  !

"How dare you not serve me but serve the rest, for this I shall 
certainly sue." 

Shouts the hungry traveller. !
The old manager says, "I have nothing left but this sandwich I have 
been saving. I have been working all day and all night on the daily - 
and this sandwich is my reward - but to serve you I shall. So please 

take my reward and be well." !
The hungry traveller, outraged yells to the old manager's guests to 

hear... !
"Now you listen you old bag of bones, I have come her to enjoy the 

Devine and wine. And that is exactly what I will do."  !
He takes the old manager's sandwich and scarfs it down vigorously 

and spits it on the ground. !
"That sandwich is awful - you miserable old waste of space. Just die 

already." The hungry traveller leaves. !
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The old manager steps into his office and begins to cry. He looks in 
the mirror and he cannot help but continue again to cry more until 
he found himself on his knees crying on the floor. The old manager 

looks to the sky and cries, "I have nothing more..." !
And the old manager at that moment dies, 

with a smile in his eyes... 
for now he has nothing 
and lives in the skies. !

md 08.14.02013 !
- - - !

the wall. !
I see the right turn 

and every urge of human dignity 
thrusts my fate into a wormhole 

of endless confusion 
without a way home. !

the memories of past, selfish hours 
planted and once bloomed 

are now nothing but dead flowers 
training wheel petals 

no longer needed; 
I feel utterly defeated 
and lost inside of my 

thought-provoking mind. !
sincerely I whimper 

like a lost dog 
wondering alone and missing 
dreaming of the past moments 
spent possessing my own bone. !

by now I am used to the unprecedented 
judgement stone, thrown 

at my impossible-high hopeful lifestyle. 
perhaps in some while 

I will have enough stones 
to build the highest pile 
to keep judgements away. 

maybe someday... !
md 08.23.02013 !

- - - 
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!
I'm your... !

I'm your worst nightmare 
Snakes, Spiders, Bugs 

Heights, Enclosure, Germs !
I'm your first stop and stare 

Hot, Smart and Funny 
And Stacks of "Not My Money" !

I'm your music player 
Sound is artistic relevance 

Stuck in a consumptive society 
Forced by its judgement of quality 

On its quantity of sales... !
When are schools going to stop lying 

And just let me pay to be worthy... 
Oh wait... Nevermind. 

All this falsified education 
Is such a waste of freedom 

We're seeing stars... !
md 09.03.02013 !

- - - !
throne stones. !

match to flame 
assume the same 

and welcome yourself 
into this deadly game !

a serpent's kiss 
to send you into this 
to teach a man to own 

and then to leave his own throne. !
kings are dead 

but we are in good company 
they're public and available 
to he whom is willing to risk 

his own assets and wealth 
and his own very health !

the game of thrones 
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is a life of dodging 
thrown stones. !
md 09.16.02013 !

- - - !
sell fish. !

murdered to feed the sweet 
and newly young childs !
as the children play on 
Indian burial grounds 

they find peace and satisfaction 
in the game of interdependent passion 

until it leads them to the vortex 
of experiential compromise. !

gift giving is taking 
from the maker's once making 

rearranging and breaking 
to make significant others grin 

once a flower now a scent 
once an hour - came and went !
the fields were once covered 

with life wondering free 
and now I sell fish, for she 

is everything to me... 
selfishly. !

md 09.22.2013 !
- - - !

google it. !
just Google it. 

Google it. 
could you Google it? 

ask Google. 
why don't you just Google it? 

Google will know. 
have you Googled it? 
yes - a google times. !

md 09.29.02013 
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!
- - - !

it's alive! !
I know all there is to never know 

desire for the empire - 
golden statues with parachutes 
commercial jets and infinite bets 

on black. !
marriage to another 

is passed on by your mother 
do the right thing... Turn left. !
hide underneath your stereo 

up and down the Merry Go 
Round as the earth 

and the cycle of child birth 
in again out again, 
in again out again 
out pops your seed !

it's alive! !
md 10.03.02013 !

- - - !
Constantine. !

there are scientific consequences 
to ordinary thought 

all wonders are forgotten 
beneath the answers that we want 
and flaunt in syncopated rhythm 

while waiting for the doctor to arrive 
the faint and distant sound 
is so familiar and profound 

like a puppy released from the pound 
to freely enter and explore 
the infinite and the unseen 
without the need to know 

what it all means... !
Constantine. !

md 10.21.02013 
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!
- - - !

easy with eyes closed. !
life is like a box of explosives 

it could present itself as 
a beautiful show 

in the earth's vacant sky 
or simply blowup 

in your face 
like an undesired semen facial 

 fuck, life is strange... !
I seem to be more like the rest 

than the best 
and I don't think I will ever know 

quite how to express 
the way that makes me feel 
but now everything is real 

and my Achilles heel 
has been hit with an arrow 

the wings cut off this sparrow 
falling, to hit the ground. !

below the bottom 
there is the truth 
and once you go 

you'll understand 
and know. !

md 10.22.02013 !
- - - !

land of opportunity. !
it the beginning 
nothing's here 
it's coming... 

BANG! 
welcome little seeds 

burrow inside your mothers 
with all of your brothers 

until our being covers 
all that the eye can see... !
The Land Of Opportunity. 
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!
md 10.30.02013 !

- - - !
the way they say. !

everything you ever wanted 
for everyone comes true 

and yet there is still so much to do. !
blessed and confused 

we wonder throughout rooms 
cornered by why's at every edge 

leaning over the ledge 
giving simple perspective.  !

a soup of everything wrong 
is sitting quietly behind a 

trustworthy label - waiting for us 
to drink it everyday 

and feel the way, 
they say... !

md 11.10.02013 !
- - - !

knowing they're laughing. !
they think I don't know they're 

judging 
they think I don't know they're 

mocking 
they think I don't know they're 

using me 
they think I don't know they're 

laughing... !
they think I'd care... but I don't 

I'm simply aware, and won't 
settle to be anything other 
than who I am meant to be. !

md 11.17.02013 !
- - - !
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the clan. !
do you care? how can anyone know? 

perhaps it is determined by your pockets 
or the secrets hidden inside of sacred lockets 

perhaps it is the gifted time you've lived 
or the way we learn to willingly forgive 

perhaps it is as simple as a smile 
passed person to person 

for infinite miles 
perhaps it's everything, all that you have 

to be shared amongst brothers and sisters; the clan. !
md 11.20.02013 !

- - - !
why even bother. !
why even bother to continue 
nothing I do seems to matter 
on the small scale, sure... 

but why even bother to 
create and promote 

to a land that will one day 
sink. !

people hope it's forever 
but this endeavor 

is a moment's reality 
reflected to repeat 
we wake up, we eat 

multiple meals 
and possibly a sweet. 

my day's work 
represents my life's defeat. !

my family has given me everything 
my friends and loved ones have been great 
now I find myself trapped inside the gate 

I wished so hard to enter 
I am a monthly renter 
who sold his freedom 

and lost a great friend. !
I'm sorry if I'm a let down. !

md 11.24.02013 
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!
- - - !

The Chancellor. !
birds bickering 

like a doormat I'm walked over 
and over 

wipe your days dirt on my face 
hell, why not just wipe it 

all over the place. !
remember when life was 

nothing more than an 
ignorant slumber? 

and invincible wonder... 
a promising endeavor 

and you thought you were so damn 
cleaver... !

insignificant and bruised 
I walk into the days I've used 
counting down the remaining 

in pursuit of obtaining 
enough value to power the dreams 

of the entire world's needs... !
impossible they say, 

but I'm here and living everyday 
to be a part of the perfect answer 

would you trust & empower 
the Chancellor? !
md 12.27.02013 !

- - - !
providence. !

share and care 
your privileged obligation 

seeking approval 
wearing every pair of shoes !

understanding is key 
the present is over-rated 

and a daily tragedy 
connected to your repeating 
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nine minute mile. !
chasing dreams 

like a dog chases its tail 
What a story. !

I'm just a loser, wasted by fear 
consummate my consumption; 

personality is my middle finger 
to your penetrated flower !

awake before dawn 
in an “undisruptable" stare 

into the eyes of judgement, still unaware 
self reflection by nature 

until your memories are only 
stranger. !

everyday, each assuming a smile 
while counting every while 

into the depths of forced realization 
that our love relies on providence. !

md 01.02.02014 !
- - - !

behind the surface. !
regret the future to see the end 

everything in life is always up to the depending 
dreams and hopes of some 
leveling the hikers thumb 
into the air, without a care 

the destination can never matter 
we live to conform then scatter 

until we're lost alone 
still in possession of our phone 

serving us electronic desires 
through invisible barbed wires 
and transparent rubber tires !

we are on the inside looking out 
and what we see has no fee 

look deep behind the surface 
and you will find purpose. !

md 01.14.02014 !
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- - - !
do tea. !

drink the lemonade 
you made 

following social patterns 
to humble oneself 
under the clause 

we name productivity. !
there is peace of mind 

in a providence lifestyle  
for oneself and one's importance 

love, possession, experience and health !
progress is hidden beyond time's 

grip on the forcing of faith 
into the minds of the fearful's nightmares. !

collisions of beliefs and realities 
enter the realm of seamless divide 

and provide 
daily bread and shared/gifted wine !

give away your treasures 
to the moment's most worthy 
and receive your pleasures 
existing in a constant hurry !
do what I say and not as I do 

said the old man who lived in a shoe 
but why? !

let the tea seep to grow greater in flavor 
I'd rather drink it immediately 

infants settle for their mother's milk 
but have they been allowed a Coke? !

the Earth is well known 
by the few known to be living 

the incentive is to override the unsympathetic computer; 
ultimate judgement. !
can we all just say 

we apologize and are grateful for each and every day? !
md 01.26.02014 !
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- - - !
struggle. !

no one will ever understand 
my struggle. !

I'm a fucking reject 
fighting for femalien attention 
seeking greater enlightenment 

to allow a selfless journey 
into the peaceful pursuit 

of the unknown oblivion known as 
living. !

what a destiny... 
to be trapped in a realm of responsibility 

and conceptual know how 
where the elder instructs the youth 

on their conceived regrets 
and now social obligation. 

the world of fiscal responsibility.  !
what a fucking joke 

a comedic response to hard work 
"come work hard to make back your cash." !

the politicians raising wage rates 
are bitches and whores to the industry of 

EDUCATION.  !
They're a bunch of leaders 

whom only understand a means of following 
until the majority are smiling and agree 

and are comfortable living life accordingly 
to a "fair" fee. !

What is the true price of free? !
md 01.29.02014 !

- - - !
the tipping point. !

adult 
have's and have not's 

separated by the doors 
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we either lock ourselves 
or have locked by another. !

we pass each other on street walkways 
head down - staring into our devices 
filled with those "we already know" 

ignoring the music being played 
or the blessing being prayed 

and the begging man being judged 
and then if worthy, he's paid 

a handsome dollar with George's face 
smirking at your kind deed, 

think about it on the walk to the bank 
complaining we never have enough. !

how can we escape this awful feeling 
of wondering lonely and hopeless 

while judging the lonely and hopeless 
while ignoring the positivity once focused 

like the stars and the moon 
and the trains and the planes 

and the bones of dinosaur remains... !
we've been here so long 
yet so short in compare 
I wonder how long until 

or if we'll ever care 
to again come close together 

embrace and forgive 
look into the sun 

and see him smiling 
for we're all under one brightest 

surrounded by so many others 
distant, like the time travelled 
on this earth my our brothers. !

why continue ignoring 
when together we can advance 
in our exploring, and take hold 

of the glory this journey shall see 
look up to he and learn how to be... 

it is our unified destiny 
to be; free. !

md 02.15.02014 !
- - - !

sinks the empire. 
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!
desire sinks the empire 

faces protruding through rain 
feeling quite insane indeed. !

purpose a better purpose 
to venture and journey 

through so much in a hurry 
feeling all one could feel 

in a moments present existence. !
fly with me to the stars we see 

and continue the journey into infinity. !
md 03.09.02014 !

- - - !
getting better. !

have poured my heart and soul 
to what the populous call 

rock 'n roll 
with a vision, so large 
an unattainable goal 

in pursuit of a world changing role. !
work is a word worth earning 

to be obtained through 
a journey of learning. !

continue getting better 
until you know best; 

to continue redefining 
for the rest. !

md 03.17.02014 !
- - - !

working man. !
I'm a working man, 

well working on it. 
nine to five just ain't enough 

seems like even the fun is 
working out to get buff. !
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entire societies sit atop glass mountains 
waiting to shatter and scatter 

to where ever they'll get what they want. !
no work say the "they" 

just parties and drinking 
and like-minded thinking 

no worries or obligations 
just piña coladas and vacations. !

robotic allies to service us 
The United of America 

in pursuit of happiness 
and a global authority for the one. !

peace and wisdom 
complicate a perfect kingdom 

organization and control 
become the general goal 

to the beat of the drummer's endless roll. !
md 04.02.02014 !

- - - !
sleeping hungry. !

a being beyond vision 
trapped living in truth's telling 

civilizations populating through selling 
until there is no land to live, 
only past doings to forgive. !

a pest is hidden behind closed doors 
intruding through ancient cracks in floors 

searching for nourishment 
filled with desire to fill one's void 

he fades to sleep hungry. !
md 05.11.02014 !

- - - !
a cup of peppermint tea. !

envy happiness 
born to live the perfect life 

having love and wealth 
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education and health 
living life everyday 

the best we learn how. !
faces come and vanish 

into the mist of cold mornings 
the cyclone storms the city 

to wound the optimistic warrior !
we all suffer by our own chosen paths 

whether faced with disappointment 
or the fear it be our last. !

envy is the danger 
comparison is the fall 

no two journeys are the same 
stop pretending like you know 
just choose your path and go !

stop concerning yourself with others 
and the love given by their mothers 

find yourself and let the judgement free 
into a cup of peppermint tea. !

md 07.01.02014 !
- - - !

all for nothing. !
it's everything in a moment 

and nothing in the next 
some say to value moments 

but I argue it's the end one should value. !
in attempts to please a moment 
fulfill desires while we pass 

but when the end presents its value 
it is worth nothing and your fault 

and I cannot say it does not make sense. !
what an over-rated statement 

to live and love within a moment 
the end is all that matters 

as it is the last moment one has. !
that moment is it 

and it still makes sense. !
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md 07.08.02014 !
she is my moment. 

!
Words become hard to say 

When we are without honesty 
Thoughts help us to drift away 

From each other into the imagined. !
Light can be convincing 

But truth must lie beyond the visible 
Like a paintbrush on white canvas 

We create our own heaven. !
She moves like the whispering wind 

And she speaks in peppermint 
I feel whole when I am with her 

And lost when we are apart. !
She is my dream, she is my moment 

She is my one. !
md 08.23.02014 !

- - - !
It's a beautiful life. !

It's a beautiful life. 
Full of up's and down's 

Surrounded by crowds of sounds 
Emotional cyclones 

And artificially intelligent drones 
Protecting the ones we love. !

What a wonderful world. 
A seed of wonder when buried and watered 
Grows into oxygen, nourishment and beauty 

A cycle of new beginnings without an understanding of the first 
beginning 

Instead we rely on history, science and faith. !
What a perfect day. 

Sun in the sky, keeping us alive yet the perfect distance away to 
protect us from dying. 

Taking walks through unpaved trails into unknown territories 
Picking freely growing berries 

And replanting the seeds from sweet cherries 
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To allow the journey to grow and bloom beyond what one could have 
ever dreamed before. !
It's a beautiful life. !

md 09.28.02014 !
- - - !

it's like I feel. !
it's like I feel like I deserve it. !

the air I breathe comes and goes 
still I expect the next breeze for my devouring 

the fruit grows on the trees of truth 
and still I plan to sin and sin again. !

it's like I feel like I earned it. !
like the war I never fought to 
defend my right to live freely 

and the ship I never sailed 
risking falling off the side of earth. !

it's like I feel like it's mine. !
private property rights 

founded on the principal of borders 
and loaded shot guns. !

trading resources for management tools provided by the central 
system  

for omniscient control. 
the rule of sparkle continues to rule 

and passed on through centralized school. !
it's like I feel I deserve it. !

something more than a number or name 
something beyond legend, idol and fame 

something inexplicable but in feeling is same 
united by principal - to win your own game. !

md 09.10.02014 !
- - - !
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vent. !
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! 
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! 
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! 
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! 
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! 
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! !

md 09.15.02014 !
- - - !

xylophone fish. !
childhood game 

animals; 
name them in order. !

smartest kid 
Daniel; 

report card hero. !
winning word 

xylophone fish; 
search engine credibility. !
years of calendar pages 

locked within insecure cages. !
md 10.05.02014 !

- - - !
life's worth. !

what a mess. 
cyclical work schedules 

alarm clock 
fuck. 

awaken, shower, drive 
coffee, coffee, coffee, coffee 

drive, eat, watch, sleep 
repeat. !

stores open and close 
like a venus fly trap 
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work to buy 
from someone else 

working to buy 
what a cycle. !

every hour we lose for a dollar 
is spent on another follower 

whether rich or poor 
is life worth dying for? !

md 10.12.02014 !
- - - !

what are we waiting for? !
Remember when you believed in yourself 

Before you thought you were wrong 
A piece of cloth 

Laid on your vision 
Never to be seen again !

Remember when you were confident 
Good looking and kind 

A person everyone would love to know 
And now you're just alone and slow 

Roll along and go. !
What are you waiting for 

Is it a fear of failing 
What are you waiting for 

Is someone holding you down 
What are you waiting for 

Is there really ever a right time 
What are you waiting for 

Is your gain more than you lose. !
md 11.10.02014 !

- - - !
go. !

dive in 
no where left to hide 

it's you 
alone 

at the end of the day 
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it's all on you. !
why care? 

wish you were seen differently? 
wish you were loved more? 

wish you were loved the most? !
they will always think you 

something other than you think yourself 
until that something they think 

is proven incorrect, 
then they will judge you 

for jealousy rules the unreasonable. !
rub my lamp, 

three wishes you shall have 
extra wishes are not an option. !

go. !
md 11.18.02014 !

- - - !
Another. !

Another Dollar, Another Hour 
Paying Bills, While Taking Pills 
We Get In Line To Take Our Turn 

A Chance To Choose Before We Earn 
A Life Worth Living, With Rules Prohibiting 

The Way You Wish It Could Be 
But For Every Want There Is A Fee. !

Another Love, Another Lonely 
A Silence To Make Your Ears Bleed 

Fragile, Lost, Stuck And Scared 
There’s Nothing To Fear Except Each Other. !

What A Force To Face, Dark or Light 
Choose The Path of Cool or Right  

Through Down Your Fists And Fight 
And Cry Yourself To Sleep At Night. !

I’ll Have Another… !
md 12.10.02014 !

- - - 
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